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Looking back
•

Discovery in 1965 – Bill Dent (U Michigan)
Kellermann & Pauliny-Toth ARAA1968

•
•
•
•
•

•

Short timescales imply small sizes
High brightness temperatures
Relativistic expansion (Rees)
VLBI and discovery of superluminal motion
Relativistic jets and beaming
Long term monitoring programs:
especially Aller & Aller (University of Michigan)
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The OVRO 15 GHz program
Tony Readhead, Tim Pearson,
Mark Hodges, Oliver King (Caltech OVRO)
Talvikki Hovatta (Aalto University)
Walter Max-Moerbeck (MPIfR Bonn)
Rodrigo Reeves (Universidad de Concepción)
Jennifer Richards (Purdue University)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Motivated to support Fermi LAT
Enabled by availability of 40m telescope: modest costs
Started in 2007, a year before the start of LAT
Core sample of 1158 northern (δ > –20°) sources from
the Candidate Gamma-ray Blazar Survey (CGRABS)
Added all 1LAC and 2LAC (and soon 3LAC) detections
Added TeV detections and other objects of interest
Now more than 1800 sources
Each observed ~ twice per week
• ~ 4 mJy and 3% uncertainty
15 GHz flux density and (soon) polarization
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Goals
•

Individual objects
• Understanding flare emission mechanisms in radio,
gamma-ray, …
• Support SED modeling
• Supplement VLBI imaging

•

Statistical studies
• Occurrence and characteristics of flares in e.g.
FSRQ, BL Lacs, HSP, LSP …
• Relationship of radio and gamma-ray
• Tie down location of gamma-ray emission?

•

Support external programs
• Data available on web or on request
•

•

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/ovroblazars/

More than 70 published papers using OVRO data
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Mrk 421 flares

3124The T.
Hovatta
et al.flares of Mrk 421
2012
and 2013
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flares have not been observed before in Mrk 421. The 2013 flare
(flare 2) from 2013 March to 2013 November (MJD 56350–56610),
although prominent, is much broader and of lower amplitude.
A full cross-correlation analysis between more than four years of
OVRO and LAT data was done by Max-Moerbeck et al. (2014b).
They used weekly binned γ -ray light curves and data from 2008 to
2012 November, including the rapid 2012 flare. They found a peak
in the discrete correlation function (DCF), with the γ rays leading
the radio by 40 ± 9 d. The significance of this correlation was between 96.16 and 99.99 per cent depending on the power spectral
density (PSD) model used for the light curves, with a best-fitting
value of 98.96 per cent. For details of the significance estimation,
see Max-Moerbeck et al. (2014a). We repeated the cross-correlation
analysis using the extended light curves considered here, and found
that the DCF shows a broad peak (∼ 30 d). In particular, the time
delay ranges from 40 to 70 d with γ rays leading, consistent with
the estimate from Max-Moerbeck et al. (2014b). The significance
of the peak was from 91.90 to 99.99 per cent, with a best-fitting
value of 97.36 per cent, depending on the PSD model. The differFigure
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Table 5. Population variability comparison results.
Parent pop.

Subpop. A

Subpop. B

!m0

Signif.

CGRaBS

Gamma-ray loud

Gamma-ray quiet

6σ

CGRaBS

BL Lac

FSRQ

0.075+0.013
−0.012

1LAC
BL Lac

BL Lac
CGRaBS

FSRQ
1LAC

<2σ
<1σ

FSRQ

CGRaBS

1LAC

−0.031 ± 0.020
0.013 ± 0.021
−0.136+0.027
−0.032

5σ

−0.002+0.033
−0.029

<1σ

−0.116+0.029
−0.037

4σ

HSP

ISP

1LAC

HSP

LSP

1LAC

ISP

LSP

1LAC

HSP BL Lac

ISP BL Lac

1LAC

HSP BL Lac

LSP BL Lac

1LAC

ISP BL Lac

LSP BL Lac

CGRaBS

FSRQ (z ≥ 1)

FSRQ (z < 1)

4σ

−0.068+0.014
−0.015

6σ

−0.139 ± 0.017

5σ

−0.139+0.028
−0.034

4σ

0.022+0.044
−0.045

<1σ

−0.018 ± 0.009

<2σ

The !m0 column tabulates the most-likely value of m0, A − m0, B . A source is
included in the gamma-ray-loud subpopulation if it has a clean association in the
2LAC catalogue (Ackermann et al. 2011b).
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1LAC
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Figure 12. Likelihood distributions for m0 for 1LAC BL Lac sources classified as HSP, (solid line), ISP (dashed line) and LSP (dot–dashed line). The
most-likely values for the mean modulation index for each distribution and
for the differences between the pairs are listed in Tables 4 and 5. The ISP
and LSP distributions are consistent with having the same mean modulation
index at the 1σ level. The HSP distribution is not consistent with either of
the others with about 4σ significance.
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After excluding the FSRQs, we find essentially the same result
as before. The values for the three bins change by less than 1σ ,
although because the FSRQs are predominantly LSP, the uncertainty
for the LSP bin increases substantially due to the reduced number
of sources. The HSP population, which is entirely BL Lacs, is less
variable than either the ISP or LSP populations at the 4σ level. The
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Cross-correlations
•

•
•

Max-Moerbeck et al. (2014a,b)
• A method of estimating significance in correlations
between radio and gamma-ray light curves
• Difficult because the underlying statistics are unknown
and not stationary
• Monte-Carlo method based on assuming Gaussian
processes with power-law PSD (power spectral
density)
• Estimate the PSD slope from the time-series, either
• individual sources or ensembles
• “Red” PSDs with a lot of power at low frequencies
(month-to-year variations) can show apparent
correlations that are not significant
Only 3 out of 41 sources with good data show even 2.5σ
significant correlations
Radio lags gamma-ray
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AO4300235:
150 etday
delay
W. Max-Moerbeck
al.

MNRAS 445, 428–436 (2014)
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Figure 1. Light curves (left) and cross-correlation (right) for sources with significant cross-correlation. Contours indicate the cross-correlations significances
(red dotted line: 1σ ; orange dash–dotted line: 2σ ; green dashed line: 3σ ). The most significant peak for AO 0235+164 is at −150 ± 8 d with 99.99 per cent
significance, for PKS 1502+106 it is at −40 ± 13 d with 98.09 per cent significance for the best-fitting PSD model and 97.54 per cent for the lower limit, and
for B2 2308+34 it is at −120 ± 14 d with 99.99 per cent significance for the best-fitting PSD model and 99.33 per cent for the lower limit. The significance
lower limit for PKS 1502+106 is above the 97.56 per cent threshold within the error (see Table 1).

Correlated radio/γ -ray blazar variability

Table 3. Single sources showing the most significant 3 mm/γ -ray
correlations. Source type, estimated time lag τ3 mm,γ (source frame),
peak and #rand
are given
(see the text). Positive of
lag de3 mm,γ the
nd γ-ray (bottom left) light curves of AODCCF
0235+164
cross-correlation
the
notes γ -ray leading radio. For J0050−0929 no β app was available
ne in the right panel shows the 3σ significance
level
al., 2014a).
to estimate
θ and(Max-Moerbeck
#r3 mm,γ . An estimate foret
J0238+1636
has been
omitted (see the text).

Stacked cross-correlations
Source

Type

Lag
(d)

J0050−0929
J0237+2848
J0238+1636
J0530+1331
J1504+1029
J1733−1304
J2147+0929
J2202+4216
J2253+1608

BL Lac
FSRQ
BL Lac
FSRQ
FSRQ
FSRQ
FSRQ
BL Lac
FSRQ

48
40
−4
10
14
29
15
93
8

DCCFmax
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

26
10
10
8
11
26
15
16
12

0.88
0.90
1.00
0.82
0.96
0.85
0.82
0.82
0.73

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
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0.13
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0.06
0.05
0.13
0.09
0.10
0.06

two

#r3 mm/γ
(pc)
–
3.6
–
0.3
2.1
15.9
0.2
4.7
0.9

(SMA) and Fermi γ -ray light curves of J2253+1608 (3C 454.3)
up to 2011 October (i.e. comparable to our time range). As seen in
Fig. 2 and Table 3, our analysis confirms this result. The estimated
time lags are in good agreement given the lag uncertainties and the
shorter observing wavelength of the SMA data. Agudo et al. (2011b)
found significant correlations between γ rays and cm/mm bands for
correlation coefficients for 41 blazars after
correcting
the cosmological
reference
the prominent
flaringto
activity
of J0238+1636 (AO
0235+164) frame.
during the
early phase
of the Fermi
mission
(2008by
August).
The 1.3 mm/
rly that the radio variations lag behind the
γ-ray
variations
– as
shown
the green
vs. the
γ -ray DCCF
of these
authors
peaks atalags
∼0 and
g at 15 GHz is ∼ 30–100 days. For a typical
Lorentz
factor
of is10broad
thiswith
implies
delay
in the
∼50 d (γ -ray leading). We stress that due to the 28-d binning in1000 days.
terval our γ -ray light curve does not resolve the rising part of this
flare which adds an additional systematic uncertainty. Consequently,
◦ and
given the differences in time range, sampling
time binning with
al. (2014a), we selected all 86 AGN
north
of
declination
−20
from
the second
respect to our analysis it is difficult to make a quantitative compari•
of these
results.
We doof
note,
however,
that therebins
is a qualitative
l., 2012)
that had been detected in son
more
than
75%
the
monthly
to crossagreement between the lag estimates of these studies.
light curves. We applied a discrete correlation
function to 41 of these sources (23
As seen in Table 3, we do not find sources exhibiting a significant
time for
lag, i.e.
no significant
case of 3flares)
mm leading
the γ rays
on-variable
in either radio or γ raysnegative
and 22
lack
of distinct
using
three
•
is found. As is demonstrated by our stacking analysis, the low deyears of OVRO data. The significance
correlation
wascorrelations
estimated
Monte
tectionof
ratethe
of significant
single-source
does by
not imply
•
the non-existence
of correlations
the majority
of single sources.
estimating the power spectral density
of the light
curvesinand
generating
artificial
While several cases like J0222+4302 in Fig. 2 are present, the low
e properties as the observed light curves
detection(Max-Moerbeck
rate is primarily induced byAstudillo,
the limited time2013).
span of 3.5 Only
yr,
the so far limited statistics and small number of available events
4, shows a correlation above the 3σi.e.
limit
and two others at > 2.25σ (Fig. 1). A
for single sources. Here, longer data trains will significantly improve
the is
situation.
A detailed
analysis
using 5 yr data
is
he 2σ limit is found if the time period
extended
tosingle-source
four years
to include
thesetsγ-ray
in progress (Fuhrmann et al., in preparation). Furthermore, Table 3
ce Mrk 421.
12 single-source corshows that the current analysis reveals significant
relations for both FSRQs and BL Lacs in the sample. This motivates

Stacked cross-correlation coefficients for 41
blazars after correcting to the cosmological
reference frame.
The radio variations lag behind the γ-ray
variations (green vs. orange).
Lag at 15 GHz is ∼ 30–100 days.
For Lorentz factor of 10 this implies a delay
in the object rest frame of ∼ 300–1000 days.

1905

Figure 4. Stacked radio/γ -ray DCCFs (source frame) across all radio
bands. From top to bottom are shown: γ -ray versus 110, 60, 36, 28, 20,
13, 9, 7, 3, 2 and 0.8 mm wavelength. For better illustration, the 2 mm/γ -ray
DCCF has been displaced along the y-axis by 0.35 and the longer radio
wavelength ones each by an additional shift of 0.15. Since time values are
redshift corrected, fewer data points contribute to the stacked DCCF at large
lags which increases the sensitivity to chance correlations (such as the peaks
at lags −450 and +450 d).

F-GAMMA program
Fuhrmann++ 2014 MNRAS

successively longer variability time-scales and more extended flare
shapes seen at longer cm bands. Furthermore, the correlation peak
is close to time lag zero for the shortest wavelengths and shifts
towards larger, positive (γ -ray leading) time lags with increasing

Figure 2. Light curves (left) and cross-correlation (right) for Mrk 421. The most significant peak is at −40 ± 9 d with 98.96 per cent significance. Colours
and line styles as in Fig. 1.

Figure 3. Model for the interpretation of time lags. The central engine launches a jet in which disturbances propagate at speed βc. A moving disturbance
(shaded area) is depicted at two times: tγ at which gamma-ray emission peaks and tR for the peak of radio emission when crossing the radio core.

where # is the bulk Lorentz factor, D is the Doppler factor, $t
is the time lag, and z is the redshift (Pushkarev et al. 2010). The
apparent jet speed, β app , is determined from VLBI monitoring and
the Doppler factor is estimated from the radio variability time-scale
(Hovatta et al. 2009). Doppler factors from this method have a
typical 27 per cent scatter for individual flares in a given source,
which we adopt as the uncertainty in D. From D and β app , we obtain
γ θ (e.g. Hovatta et al. 2009). β and D
# and the jet viewing angle
app
are not measured simultaneously with our observations;
we
assume
γ
them constant in our calculations.
We estimate dγ = dcore − d, where dcore is determined from VLBI
measurements of the angular diameter of the radio core, θ core . This,
plus the intrinsic opening angle, α int , and redshift, gives

and found a = 1.73 ± 0.05 for zjet ! 2.5 × 105 rs , where rs is the
Schwarzschild radius, and a = 0.96 ± 0.1 at distances outside the
collimation zone. Assuming that the radio core is in the collimation
zone and setting r and dr/dzjet equal for both models

Max-Moerbeck (2014)
Cross-correlation delay is a measure of d
1
VLBI modeling can give estimates of ddcore
(coll) = d (cone).
a
Hence infer d
This model reduces our estimate of d
obtain lower and upper limits on d
AO 0235: d = 37±23 pc, d > 15 pc thusDetailed
distance estimates are

dcore ∼

(θcore /2)dA
,
tan(αint /2)

(2)

where dA is the angular diameter distance, obtained assuming a
' cold dark matter cosmology with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 ,
(m = 0.27, and (' = 0.73 (Komatsu et al. 2011). Equation (2)
is only valid for a conical jet with vertex at the central engine. However, there is observational evidence for collimation in the M87
jet, which we use as a prototype for the collimation properties of
other sources where no such information is available. Asada &
Nakamura (2012) model the jet profile as zjet ∝ ra , where r is the
radius of the jet cross-section at distance zjet from the central engine,

core

core

(3)

by a factor of 1.73. We
core using these alternatives.
provided below for
AO 0235+164, the highest significance case, and Mrk 421
which has the sharpest cross-correlation peak. For PKS 1502+106,
only the final result is given as a reference, and for B2 2308+34,
there are no published VLBI results which makes it impossible to
provide a constraint. A summary of the results for AO 0235+164
is given in Table 2.
core

6.1 Estimation of d
For AO 0235+164, we have D = 24 (Hovatta et al. 2009) but no β app
since its jet is unresolved in 15 GHz VLBI (Lister et al. 2009). We
assume that the source is seen at the critical angle, θ cr = θ = 2.◦ 4. We
obtain d = 37.3 ± 22.8 pc for τ = −150 ± 8 d, the most significant
time lag,13
and d = 7.5 ± 5.3 pc for the peak at τ = −30 ± 9 d.
For comparison, if we use θ = θ cr /2, we obtain d = 20 ± 15 pc
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Interpretation of time delays

Quasi-periodic oscillations
FSRQ J1359+4011 shows a strong and
persistent quasi-periodic oscillation.
The time-scale of the oscillation varies
between 120 and 150 d over a ~4 year
time span. This is not a gamma-ray
source. King et al. 2013 MNRAS 436
L114.
BL Lac object PG 1553+113 has a 2.18
± 0.08 year-period gamma-ray cycle
with correlated oscillations observed in
radio and optical fluxes. Is the periodic
modulation real and coherent, as would
be expected for a binary black hole, or
is it a QPO like J1359, which might be
due to instabilities in the jet or accretion
flow.
2015ApJ...813L..41A
Multifrequency lightcurves of PG 1553+113 at
gamma-ray, x-ray, optical and radio bands.
Bottom panel: 15 GHz flux density from OVRO
40m (black filled circle points) and parsecscale 15 GHz flux density by VLBA.
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ses move parallel to the Galactic plane, which corresponds to
Pushkarev
A&A
555, A80
(2013)
direction
from north-east
to south-west
on the
images in the
uatorial coordinates.
is consistent
with thein
changes
in the
detectedThis
multiple
imaging
a VLBA
uced patterns between the epochs of May and July 2009, imobservation, and modeled the light
ing that the observed proper motion of the screen is prograde
with center.
a plasma
lensing
h regardcurve
to the galactic
However,
emissionevent.
with a high
nal-to-noise ratio was detected due east of the core at one fullck pre-MOJAVE epoch with high sensitivity, September 15,
05, presumably suggesting that a lens drifted over the source
ng the tangent line. The remaining epochs, with the possible
ception of November 26, 2008, are characterized by angular
oadening of the VLBI core region. Interestingly, the secondary
ages that are also detected in linear polarization, e.g., on May
2009, December 23, 2010, and May 21, 2011, show EVPAs
gned with those in the primary image.

5. Additional evidence from 8 GHz VLBA observations
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Looking forward
•
•
•
•

Understanding flaring and light curves needs comparison
with GRMHD simulations
Simulations need to be carried through radiative transfer
to simulated light curves
Need ensembles of simulations to see how physical
parameters can be constrained from the light curves
Multiwavelength light curves are needed
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Future at OVRO
•

•

•

Polarization! at 15 GHz
• New digital receiver is working
• Checking polarization calibration…
Starburst single baseline interferometer
•

Gregg Hallinan: stellar flares

•
•

New instrument on the old 90ft (27m antennas)
Continuous 2-18 GHz, spectropolarimeter

•

but antennas are almost as old as Alan Marscher

3mm and 1mm polarization monitoring?
• Using old CARMA 10m dishes, relocated to OVRO
• Extension of the MARMOT program on CARMA (Talvikki Hovatta)
•

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/marmot/
Unfunded
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OVRO 40m Telescope
Home

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/ovroblazars/
News

Publications

Webcam

Data

Contact

Monitoring of Fermi Blazars
In 2007, the 40 M Telescope at the Owens Valley Radio Observatory (OVRO) embarked on a new research campaign.
In support of the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope, launched in 2008, the OVRO 40 M Telescope is monitoring
more than 1800 blazars about twice per week.
Our paper, Blazars in the Fermi Era: The OVRO 40-Meter Telescope Monitoring Program, describes our observing
program in detail and presents results from 2008 and 2009. Extended analysis on the differencies of radio and
gamma-ray selected samples using data between 2008 and 2011 is presented in Connecting radio variability to the
characteristics of gamma-ray blazars. Other OVRO publications are listed on the OVRO 40m Papers page.
The 40 M measurements at 15 GHz are being compared to the Fermi gamma-ray measurements of the same
sources. By looking for correlations in the variability, we are gaining a new understanding of the emission mechanisms
at the hearts of Active Galactic Nuclei.
Reduced data for our core sample, the 1158 CGRaBS (Healey et al. 2008) north of -20° declination, are available to
the public. The data can be obtained here. Use the user name guest and a blank password for access.
List of all AGN monitored at OVRO can be found here. If you wish to obtain data for a source not listed on our data
page, please contact us via email.

The OVRO 40 M Telescope Fermi Blazar Monitoring Program is supported by NASA under awards NNX08AW31G
and NNX11A043G, and by the NSF under awards AST-0808050 and AST-1109911.
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